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MS 482.132                                       Austria, s. XV 

Index from a Missal 

 

The Sanctorale includes the feast day (27 March) and translation (24 September) of St. Rupert, 

patron saint of Salzburg. 

 

f. 1      Dominica .i. in aduentu do. Dominica secunda ... Pro defunctis totaliter.// 

 

          Index of the temporale,  sanctorale and Common of saints.  The fragment has 

          been cut in half with the loss of approximately two lines of text in the middle. 

 

Parchment (the verso is badly damaged from use in a binding).  1 folio (cut in half).  The upper 

portion of the folio measures 130 x 230 mm; the lower portion measures 137 x 230 mm (written 

space originally ca. 215 x 157 mm).  2 columns.  The upper portion preserves 16 lines, and the 

lower portion preserves 10 lines of an original ca. 28 (column b of the verso has an extra line at 

the bottom).  Ruled in ink.  Single vertical bounding lines. 

     Written in gothic script (littera textualis formata) in red and black ink.  The 1-line initials 

at the beginning of each line are in red or in black highlighted with red.  The feasts of Advent, 

the canon and prefaces of the mass, the first Sunday after Easter, the beginning of the sanctorale 

and all the items of the Commons are written in red.  Other important feasts days such as 

Christmas, Epiphany, Easter and Pentecost, begin with a paragraph mark in red.  Punctuation 

consists of the punctus. 

     The fragments were used as binding covers for a volume measuring ca. 228 x 138 mm.  

An inscription on the recto reads "Mon. Typ. 4o 1486 /  N.8 / Hain 2205. Proctor 4602.", 

referring to a copy of Avicenna's De animalibus (Venice: Petrus Maufer et Socii, 1486) = GKW 



3120.  In the same place there is also an inscription from the 17th-century inscription that reads 

"Wilhelm Barthun" and one from the sixteenth entury that is undeciphered. 

     Zinniker 49-1 and 49-2. 

 


